
PRODUCT MANAGER’S 
GUIDE TO EMBEDDED BI



Why Embed Self-Service Analytics? 
As a Product Manager, you know your so�ware product’s roadmap for the next few years, informed by en-
hancement requests from existing customers and requirements from new customers, as well as from your 
own knowledge of competitors’ o�erings.

Most likely, more intuitive self-service analytics and visual data discovery capabilities have been added to the 
long list of priorities for future releases. If so, you are in good company. For applications of all kinds, across a 
wide range of industry verticals, there is now an expectation of self-service analytics.

There are many reasons for this:

 An increase in the volume and variety of data 
displayed in applications.

Changes in technology, such as mobile devices, 
statistical programming languages and the  
Internet of Things, which makes data pervasive 
and requires analytics to be available for  
everyone, not just data scientists.    

Overburdened IT sta�s, leading to bottle-
necks in reporting at the same time that the 
speed of organizational change has increased. 
Self-service frees up technical resources to 
work on other deliverables.

The consumerization of analytics means that 
end users increasingly expect this functional-
ity in the tools they use every day.
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Organizations have begun to recognize the value self-service BI o�ers the entire organization, not just upper
management, in spotting outliers and trends, saving money and growing revenue.  The so�ware companies 
that write applications for them have also realized the benefits of improving analytics. In fact, recent  
research indicates that these companies anticipate a full 75% of their revenue in the next few years will 
come from the sale of enhanced analytics.  

But to deliver value, application developers need to go a step beyond self-service functionality. They can 
do this in two ways: first, by embedding analytics at the points in their workflow where users need to make
data-driven decisions; and, second, by giving users the ability to create new reports and dashboards for true 
data exploration. 

It might seem that the best approach to this would be to build analytics functionality inside your application. 
However, a custom solution poses several complications for so�ware companies:

An analytics project with anything beyond superficial
functionality may take years to launch, especially if 
analytics is not a core competency of the developers 
tasked with the project.

Your team may need to develop a BI appli-
cation that is customizable and scalable for 
resale to other organizations and that can run 
on other infrastructures. 

The ongoing maintenance and enhancements 
to analytics that will be required post-launch. 

An opportunity cost is incurred if your team spends 
time coding analytics, instead of core application 
functionality. This can be measured in enhancements, 
upgrades or other changes that need to be deferred to 
free up your developers to work on analytics.  

Even factoring in the use of open source 
libraries and toolkits, adding analytics involves 
additional costs, such as the licensing costs for 
toolkits.

The Time It Takes to Get to Market

The Opportunity Cost

Scalability

Ongoing Maintenance

Other Costs
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sell the solution profitably. This can include licensing

A faster and more cost-e�ective solution is to buy and embed an analytics o�ering from a third party so�-
ware company with a core competency in analytics.

cial di�erences between products is scoping your application’s requirements. Typically, requirements break
down into functional, business, and technical needs.

Functional Needs

Business Needs

Technical Needs

are the most important features for your customers. 
These could include self-service, a short learning curve, 
easy-to-use query functionality, real time reports and/
or responsiveness across devices.

include any issues related to the costs and ROI of the 
project, basically anything that impacts your ability to 

and third party support costs, required updates to 
existing infrastructure, costs of add on products, and 
personnel resources needed for the project. There are 
long range issues as well, such as your organization’s 
growth plans, your ability to scale as you bring on new 
customers and your pricing model for monetizing  
analytics in your application.

are not only your technology stack, database and 
other data source technologies, but also the di�erent
technical resources and skillsets you have available for 
the project. This touches on issues like whether the BI 
tool can be deployed in the cloud, on premise or as a 
hybrid, or if it requires a data warehouse or changes to 
your existing database.

4

There is a wide landscape of embedded analytics products on the market today. A first step in identifying cru-
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that o�er the most promising solutions.
intelligence. There are larger analyst firms as well,

source are research firms, such as
and

Where to Start

Early stage research on embedded analytics prod-
ucts in today’s market can be done using so�ware 
review sites like Capterra or G2 Crowd that o�er
verified reviews from the user base. Another re-

Eckerson Group
Butler Analytics , which specialize in business 

but many of these focus on enterprises. Also, o�en 
the vendors they cover have paid to be represented 
in their research. 

Case studies on each vendor’s website are another 
way to learn how organizations (especially those in 
your vertical) have handled BI implementations with 
the product. A�er this initial research, the next step is 
requesting product demonstrations from the vendors 
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data fields, or does that require coding?

help you prioritize and track your requirements against the di�erent solutions, ideally to narrow down

The demonstrations need not be exhaustive. But your key takeaways from each should be: 

Requirements should cover not only functional, but also technical and business needs, for example:

Whether a solution works with your technology stack

 If the solution enables you to create specific required functionality, if  
needed (for example, a particular type of visualization)

Whether pricing aligns with your budget

What the end user experience will look like

What the deployment process will be like

 

 

 

Does the solution allow users to enter queries in plain 
language instead of SQL?

Is there support for arithmetic operations such as 
addition, subtraction, and aggregation?

What databases are supported?

Can the solution be completely white-labelled?

Is it fully web-based, or are there desktop 
dependencies?

Is there a UI for administering tenants and mapping 

What is the estimated time to go live?

What percentage of customers embed the solution?

What are the options for montizing analytics?

What have companies charged for it?

QUESTIONS VENDOR 1 VENDOR 2 VENDOR 3

Usually, an organization will target three to six vendors for product demos. A comparison matrix can 

your list of prospective products trials to only two or three.
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tions can expose red flags. This is an opportunity to

accessible at key points in user workflows where

tegrate with your application. Embedding BI o�ers a

Obtaining Value from a Trial
So�ware trials are usually limited to two to four 
weeks. That’s not a very large window to set up and 
vet the so�ware against your key test cases. To 
prevent having to go back to a vendor to ask for an 
extension of the trial, possibly multiple times, aim 
to do initial set up ahead of time. You should have 
a test environment that is configured to duplicate
your production environment as closely as possible. 
If possible, test data should be a reasonably sized 
subset of real data.

Identify a selection of reports, dashboards and KPIs 
of key importance to your customers to recreate in 
every trial; for example, two or three critical reports. 
You should also aim to create examples of deliver-
ables that don’t currently exist in your application, 
but that you would like to have, like dashboards and 
visualizations.

Besides report and dashboard creation, the trial 
is an opportunity to vet the embedding process. 
This includes testing to see if the solution respects 
your existing security on user roles and database 
tables. Is there support for multi-tenancy, and if so, 
how di�icult is it to set up and maintain tenants?

A trial should aim to create or 
replicate a core set of analytics 
deliverables.

Depending on your vertical, you may also need to 
confirm that the platform keeps your application
compliant with financial, medical or other regulatory
standards like HIPAA, SOC 2 or PCI.

It is important to assess how the solution would in-

variety of integration options. You may want minimal 
embedding, with the tool functioning as a white-la-
belled BI portal, or you might want to make analytics 

action can be taken based on the data. Make sure to 
have the vendor explain their solution’s approach to 
embedding and its underlying architecture. 

Consider the degree of functionality you want to of-
fer your application’s end users. Will they be able to 
create and share their own reports and dashboards, 
or will they be restricted to prebuilt reporting? Will 
the product blend seamlessly with your application’s 
look and feel, or will it be conspicuous as third party 
so�ware? Be wary of any solution that displays ana-
lytics in iframes – this can introduce security and UX 
issues into your application. 

A trial is not the last step before a decision. Obtain 
references for other customers in the same vertical 
and of approximately the same size as your organi-
zation. They should be using the same version of the 
so�ware that you trialed. Although it’s unlikely that 
a reference will provide actual negative feedback 
(especially if they have been provided by the vendor) 
listening carefully to answers to some specific quest-

obtain some clarity into issues that were only lightly 
touched on during a demo, identify any other items 
critical for testing in the trial, or get a general sense 
of how it will be to work with the company.
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anything di�erently when integrating this

Overall, how satisfied are you with the

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

How long have you been using this product? 
How did you deliver analytics before then?

What were the major reasons for choosing this 
solution? What were your expectations? Has 
this product met your expectations?

How long did it take to embed analytics? Did 
you encounter any problems during the 
process?

Was your implementation on time and within 
budget? 

How many end users are using the analytics 
solution?  

Has the solution allowed you to monetize 
analytics in your application? What model are 
you using to monetize analytics?

Here Are a Few Suggested Questions to Ask:

Did the product require any workarounds? 
How is it integrated with your application (fully 
embedded or standalone portal)?

How was the support during and post 
implementation? 

How much internal IT support was needed 
for the project? How much support did the 
vendor provide? 

solution? Would you choose the vendor 
again?

If you had to do it again, would you do 

so�ware? 

Was there anything you wish you’d known 
prior to implementing this solution?

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
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also testing functionality and performance, and obtaining user feedback. It is cost e�ective to o�er discount-

Explore Deployment Issues
Another important factor to consider, beyond functionality and feedback from others, is how the solution 
will deploy on your (or your customers’) infrastructure.  You do not want those great new user queries ham-
mering the database. You will ultimately need a scaling strategy. This may involve scaling up, by upgrading 
hardware and memory, or scaling out by replicating servers, adding load balancers or containerizing with a 
solution like Docker.  

Granted, this is not always foreseeable in phase one of a self-service BI deployment. It’s not easy to predict 
performance without knowing what to expect in terms of usage. Most so�ware companies opt for a so� 
launch of the beta release to one or two customers. It allows them to make that production milestone, while 

ed pricing to beta customers in return for the value they bring by their involvement in beta testing. Some of 
the things to resolve/answer during the beta (and before they can become system-wide problems) are:

Consider rolling out functionality in stages; for example, allowing report creation only in phase one, then 
gradually adding features like dashboards that put more demand on application infrastructure. This way 
you ensure that functionality is stable before moving on to the next phase. However, the burden of actually 
restricting functionality may fall on your application developers, if the embedded BI tool does not support it. 

As an alternative to embedding analytics as a phase one deliverable, some organizations first deploy analytics
as a standalone BI portal. While it doesn’t o�er a robust, in-context analytic experience, this is a fast way to
implement analytics in cases where speed to market is important; for example, to bring on a new client, or to
gauge customer interest in analytics. Again, not all embedded BI tools may o�er this kind of implementation.

Performance Issues

So�ware Update 
Deployment Process

Data Quality Problems

Design Issues

Bug Reporting and 
Fix Processes

Most Important
Deliverables
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TCO calculator

A company with a mature embedded o�ering and a

Avoid Licensing Pitfalls 

1.
2.
3.
4.

A product’s licensing model is one of the most im -
portant factors in ensuring that you will be able to 
monetize new analytics functionality. Most organiza -
tions create value with improved analytics in one of 
four ways:

The embedded BI product you select should not 
lock your company into an unworkable price model.  
Make certain to explore how costs will grow as you 
scale. A user-based or session-based pricing mod-
el can reduce ROI as your business grows and the 
number of end users continues to grow with it.  

focus on the market should have a licensing struc-
ture that complements the value you will obtain 
from your application, is easy to understand, and is 
transparent about what you will be charged as your 
application scales.

Pricing should take into account not just proprietary 
so�ware, but any enhancements to your infrastruc-
ture, like desktop hardware or add ons, which you 
will require to get to production and maintain the 
solution over time.

Selling enhanced functionality as an add-on

Winning new business

Retaining current customers

Reducing service costs

Use our  to 
determine the acceptable 
price point for a business 
intelligence solution for 
your application.
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Internal Designer 3 $1,000.00 $3,000.00

Admin User 1 $2,000.00 $2,000.00

Reporting Server 1 $25,000.00 $25,000.00

External Designer 5 $1,000.00 $5,000.00

Unlimited Viewers 1 $100,000.00 $100,000.00

Discount
License Discount 1 ($90,000.00) ($90,000.00)

License Total $45,000.00

Grand Total $45,000.00

Contract Negotiation
How flexible and responsive a company is when you are working with them during negotiations is an exce-
lent indicator of what they will be like as an OEM partner.

Companies that require extensive negotiation simply to complete a mutual NDA should be questioned.  
When legal process outweighs the desire to move quickly to understand and address your needs, you are 
seeing what the implementation and service process will look like.

Ask about recommended service partners and the number of service hours suggested.  This is a good 
indicator of how mature the solution is and whether it is designed to be embedded.

If you see a line item for a massive discount or any discount, you should question the vendor’s commit-
ment to partnering with your organization.  It may be that they are showing you big numbers to sell you on 
value, then arbitrarily assigning a discount based on what they think they can get from you.  That is not a 
model based on shared value creation. In short: if it looks like a used car tactic, you should be concerned. 

PRODUCT QUANTITY PRICE TOTAL PRICE

SUBSCRIPTION PERIOD:
March 25, 2016-March 25, 2017
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Training
Finally, don’t overlook the value user training o�ers your
application. End user satisfaction is going to be critical
for the adoption of analytics. Your BI vendor should o�er
training and documentation resources in the form of
classes, forums, video or wikis.

Self-service analytics is moving from a nice-to-have to a
requirement for applications. This doesn’t have to be a
burden for your development team, however. With plan-
ning, you can deploy a rich analytics interface that helps
your end users gain more value from their data, takes
the report creation workload o� of your developers, and
allows you opportunities for further monetizing your
application.
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To find out more, visit

About Izenda
As the leading embedded reporting and analytics platform, we 
believe unlocking the value of your application’s data is the new 
competitive edge. 

Izenda makes it simple for your users to access top-tier reporting 
directly within your application or a stand-alone portal. Izenda’s 
cutting-edge technology integrates and scales with your applica-
tion, supporting all your reporting and analytics needs. 
With three million end-users and 2000+ application integrations 
worldwide, Izenda gives your users a reason to keep coming 
back with business insights that help them grow. From self-ser-
vice and ad-hoc reporting, to stunning visualizations and power-
ful analytics, Izenda provides a simple solution for complex data. 

www.izenda.com.
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